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Poems about bones in the body

it didn't take much a look a few more looking bam not that any girl stuck around and so it was on next nothing is precious everything is possible leave the way behind inventing dance new dance cough spit spitting verbs multiply gazillions of verbs stars what is it about art in my mind I hear all these things I was going to express all these detches scratch pick
scabs get full write poetry dance ***** in the mouth ******** in my mouth salty sea surf waves Caravaggio Courbet Turner Goya Ad Reinhardt Rothko Rimbaud Johnny Unitas Walter Payton Annie Proulx Patty Berglund Hannah Wilke Kim Gordon dark cloud rainbows meteor shower lantern licorice a methyst beni end it's you and your maker ash to ash dust to
dust Mom issues it's 4:30 December in Chicago and pitch black I don't understand it's not supposed to be this dark this cold she imagines a past that never existed events never occurreddestes old legs rattle and shake tremble and tremors tremble and acheit will be daylight soon and I am unprepared so terribly unsuitable for a new dawn suddenly realize
tomorrow is today such old legs rattle and tremble and tremors trembling and aches when people die enmassed, it is less lonely more comforting than when you die individually or die alone for allthese old bones rattle and shake tremble and quakes tremble and acheredemption is a powerful force but what if existence does not actually present second
chances and we have to live with the consequence of our mistakesthese old legs rattle and shake trembling and trembling and acheif there is a life after this I have something to say about or are we all just lost luggage thrown from the airport to the airportthese old legs rattle and shake tremble and tremble tremble and ach something about travelers at airports
were met with welcoming arms shared stories food instead of suspicion body scanners separation boarding seating proceduresdesse old legs rattle and shake trembling and tremors trembling and achei built a magnificent sandcastle with wide open rooms interesting views spacious bathrooms huge kitchen strewn stairs winding stairs favorable towers
swinging e rope bridges welcoming gates but the tide washed everything awaythese old legs rattle and shake tremble and tremble tremble and achei cry yet do not know why am I a ***** I have to take the goose in the neck whatever that meansthese old legs rattle and shake trembling and tremors trembling and aching personally I'm never interested in the
last bit just the first bit ing middle tastes pretty bland all chewing gulping automatic consumption talking swallowing thravour gasthese old legs rattle and shake tremble and tremor and aches mate with donkeys then out come mules yet mules can't propagate nature is so strangely mysterious what is it about the attraction between donkeys and horses' old and
shake tremble and trembling tremble and ache2 wonderful petite charming cute young girls are subletting my place in Tucson i think ménage à trios or relationship with either one of them then realized how inappropriate my thoughts I will ever teach youthese old legs rattle and shake trembling and trembling and tremblingReiko likes to hang out naked if the
door is locked and they are in for the evening she strips Reiko is one of those women who looks better out without clothes curls under her arms growing in dark thick her bush is filling out even her ** is hidden by silky brown hair he can't stop checking her out she doesn't pretend to be aware as she trims her tenans he leers **** your cooch looks tasty
Odyssey I like that you can speak raw to me he mumbles you really like that she answers yes I really like that he sees himself in her he's deep in sleep wakes off her hand pulling his hand down to her *** legs he moves confused in half sleep as she keeps tugging her hand Odysseus realizes what Reiko wants it to be 3 AM he touches her where hot tension
begins massage wet rapids moves down bed puts face where she presses pumping grinding whispers repeatedly I want *** so badly his mouth heavy breath work her hands head pressure muscles stiffen arch shudder continues licking until her unwavering the body is still crawling up kissing her forehead hair body spoon fall to sleep on the morning he
comments you were a naughty little girl last night Reiko grins response I had an orangutan attack he questions an orangutan attack she confesses yes they both laugh he has never known a woman so violently urgent that ****** Reiko has a man's libido she reminds herself of herself they imitate each other hear Reiko speak Odysseus own words back on him
and visa versa convey how demanding insecure insensitive each can be that others they not only speak but mimic each other Reiko's voice drops to low pitch as she grabs his buns child hello Reiko Lee what do you think of us wiping every other's butt we could become more intimate with our bodies Odysseus raises his voice sounding feminine answer
Schwartzpilgrim you gross take a hike it's hilarious but intuitive therapy that maintains equal conditions neither allows others to be for weak or dominantthese old legs rattle and shake tremble and tremble trembling and acheit's Sunday snowing blizzard ice cold off Odysseus sitting on the floor watching Bear's football game at Reiko's she sits naked paging
through art forum magazine over the couch from him he hears her crunching on the bag of barbecue chips during half time he reaches touches her bush running fingers through her** hairs swirling them in her fingers she spreads her legs wide open he smells her hair breath sweat ******feet feels both repelled and attracted he is lost in fascination gently tugs
on lips slides slides inside massage probes her opening she directs him to kneel standing above him arms at the waist her pelvic bone on the face she orders ** it **** the good he follows her instruction **** my ***** she commands as she holds her head in her hands her long lean body bumps hip er forward Reiko gently presses pumpkin then more furiously
rough in Odysseus face ooohhh I'll shoot a load baby swallow my *** she nudges ***** legs in his face bangs his nose hard yet he left ******* her legs thigh abdominal muscles tremble oh oooohh oh odys did you see that I came just like a guy oh odys i loved that he dries mouth laughsthese old legs rattle and shake tremble and tremble tremble and achea
person's sexuality is always in question how to interprets his own ****** persona in relation to another person's personality response relationship how one's measure of power reacts to another's vulnerabilities strengths Odysseus and Reiko fits well together switching roles in impulsive volley he loves her masculinity the unpredictable equation of their love he
teases Reiko Lee I am so attracted to tomboy in you I want **** you off and let you **** me come here and knit that fat hard **** in my pink little **** hole all the frustration rage pain perched inside you i want you harness that hurts and slam it in me and shoot your load all over me **** me good Reiko Lee she looks at him strangely saying you're a strange bird
Schwartzpilgrim how strange do you think he asks her voice takes on a creepy overruling tone Of Odys, you want me to fist-** he snaps shut up Reiko Lee getting out of here she's running fingers through her hair exhaling through his nose mocking Odys let me **** a*** and ******* in *** Odysseus voice growing loud Reiko Lee you cross the line just because I
mention some crazy didn't think I'm actually into such weirdness not trying to take what I say to some sound conclusion I enjoy experimenting but I'm one hundred percent male I like to test limits because I'm sure in my manhood spice up our *** life with *** fantasies is one thing but not exceed I got **** and you got ***** let's keep it that way not messing with
me she answers ok Odys I didn't mean to insult youthese old legs rattle and shake tremble and tremble tremble and aches he personifies the management and interprets she willing or changeable he requests many *** she for the most part eagerly meets yet knowing his desires run over the top he considerately admitted to her sensitivity he claims rule
number 1 Reiko Lee please let me have my way with you ok try not to refuse me she smiles agrees ok Odys and I want the same from you he insists rule number 2 repeat after me I'm addicted to your ***** i am codependent on your **** she repeats i am addicted to your *** Odyssey I'm codependent on your he challenges rule number 3 at least a ****** a day
agree? She answers yes Odys agree later he thinks of their call approaching her Reiko Lee sometimes I need more than a ***** a day maybe one in the morning and one after you get home from work I need your admiring attention down there you will do it for me please she shoots sarcastic look at him what are you a cow who needs milking everyday all right
Odys what you wish he wishes to me thanks the next morning he says Reiko Lee when I think of you the first picture that comes to mind is your eyes I love your eyes more than any other part of you she comments oh yes more than my **** hole? he flutters oh god i can't believe you said you're so outrageous reiko lee you've got the sexiest**** hole i've ever
seen i love adore revere your hairy **** hole when are you going to let me get a piece of that she remarks we'll see schwartzpilgrim in due time the following morning he notices the bathroom door is wide open peering inside he sees her sitting in the toilet she looks up smiling he's approaching he's questioning as he questions as he questions as he is you do
peeing or ***** she answers why do you need to know he requests lift up and let me watch her thigh knees legs curling her toes on the toilet seat her **** muscles wrinkle then a brown extent begins to appear from her hole her vaginal lips flare urethra presses so short spurt of *** accompanying discharge ***** length drops in bowl followed by smaller piece of
Odysseus perceives the action produced by her body as intimate natural expression occurs without feat manipulation he studies the shape as if it were a sculptural object down in water to the bottom of bowl Reiko reaches for roll toilet paper he interrupts **** she responds let me dry me first it stinks here you mean to look at me with a **** turns you on you
are a sick monkey he says shut up and **** she follows his instruction after several minutes he pulls out of her mouth jerks while she watches he watches he shoots wildly on her chinneck chest she rubs his ***** on her ******* they both break out in laughter she says come on let's take a shower together she starts talking meaning he finishes it she says Odys
I'm not comfortable with more than he breaks in a ******* a day I understand Reiko Lee she expresses thanks Odys one is probably agree he answers ok okthese old legs rattle and shake tremble and tremble tremble and achea week passes Saturday night she comes from work to her place with stressed look on her face she falls back into the wall on the
floor with legs stretched she asks got something to eat he answers a couple of beers in the fridge her forehead furits as she speaks in low tone Odys I guess there is something seriously wrong with you he matters wrong with me huh what she comments physics is strange your shoulder blades and chest stand out you have got a sunken sternum he answers
yes I know it's not really a problem more like natural peculiarities she says yes well you've got other peculiarities he asks oh yes like what she remarks I've never felt or heard of a man who gets hard as often as you it's deantvi you've got some kind of annoyance you need to go and meet a doctor he admits I know I got a problem my libido is out of control it
should calm down it's been a long time since I felt so hot for someone you really think it's serious enough to go see a doctor she answers serious enough to insist you leg me once a day he laughs Reiko Lee you had me go she grins come here you ***** ***** and **** me good Reiko's favorite way to **** is with her legs closed tightly she lies underneath while
his ******* presses in pumping her thigh buttocks squeezing her abdominal muscles tense throughout her body jerking spasms as she reaches **** Odysseus' favorite position is with Reiko on top he likes her rhythms and controlthese old legs rattle and shake tremble and tremble trembling and ache when Michael Vick was found guilty for dog fighting mauling
cruel kill i wanted him dead but he is a brilliant quarterback and i was wrong as am i that understand another person's background judge them maybe there are redemptionthese old legs rattle and shake tremble and acheif another war it will china, we must fight to hate fear them run hidethese old legs rattle and shake trembling and trembling trembling and
acheit's a long twisted way down a dark cold hole many are too injured others are working towards salvation yet some unscathed by all this filthy old legs rattle and shake tremble and quake screech and acheon the lighter side death becomes a bad rap of mortals think positively maybe death is graduating to anything in the worst case death is release from
life's disappointments expectations responsibility burdens betrayal pain horrorsthese old legs rattle and shake and quake quiver and achei remember when dad was dying all these new people that I still remember entering my life for a short time it seems like the same thing is happening nowthese old legs rattle and shake tremble and tremble quiver and
acheMom I'm right here behind you not be afraid I'm looking at for youthese old legs rattle and shake tremble and tremble trembling and ache What if this was all benRockor was nothing but legsWhat if I were all legs legs legs legsWhat if we were just legsWhen I go , leave no trace but our bones benhåh home is where I would like to put my legs What if
cemeteries were more than just bone stones bonesWhat if cemeteries were just forests my silence is burrowed in these bones, my boneslet me go alone into the catacombs let me breathe the heart of this impenetrable swear by God I never meant to hurt you outside, on your doorstep I'm worn outsick and tired, and so onthese cave walls soar on my ribs I
will never make you understand how the musicof this death march haunts me in my empty chest I am filled with the waning moonthe song of our grief overflowing me my legs , my legs,woven within the stone floors our legs, your legs stacked against wallslet me go alone into this hollowed darkness thishallowed groundin night's dead this void shudders in my
legs, my legsI swear I die I swear to God the cave in this morgue, my only homelet is me walk gently into this good nightthis holy unborn chaos under the protection of the dark our world is small and scardaysome I swear I will be still my shaking will settle themselves in these bones, these bones, let me die among the deadunder the cover of darkness this new
world iswashing over me the water of my veins will flood this empty heaven are thrones in the corners of this room and we turn away (the underworld is not in flames it is drowning in this cold breathing earth) there are thrones in the corners of this room , and theyare emptylet me go alone into this heart of darkness, when I fall on this floor my soulwill dance on
the torch lit walls my heart goes cold over this holy stonelet the pure unsettled darkness strike in me that kind of hollowI'm trying to build a home here, these bones, my bonesthe music of our heavy mouths upward drifting towards heavenI am a tragedy , for the last timewe will lose our minds underground and we will thank gods my eyes fall wide on these
hollow walls I am more at home than I have ever beenlet this open earth bite me to my coreas my chest is bare before this empty sky I will not rage against the dying of the lightI am worn outsick and tired chorus of our footprints echoes on my legs , our legs, my bonesmeltedin this torch light we are dyingsacred *** lovely legs scattered on the floor,beautifully
red and intersecting all over the door.lovely legs ran clean without scrapes from the knife,the very knife that took their life.lovely legs, so beautiful, so pretty.more beautiful than their blood that tasted ever so sweet.lovely legs decorated the floor so beautifully and gave it the beauty of death , do not care that I took their owner breath.my beautiful legs, my
lovely legs,smooth and tongue like beautiful stones.my lovely legs, I stroke your skulls,your empty expression of expression tells you everything.I love your beautiful ribs and spine,knowing that they are now mine.but my favorite of all time is arm and leg legs,I love to bone.its beautiful and long with a unique characteristic.its beauty is just so majestic!my lovely
legs , I adore you! I laugh wickedly as I caressed you.my lovely legs, so beautiful,just get you was a task that I must fulfill.come to me, my as beautiful as dazzling stones,my angelic, lovely legs. Ben. thought I could catch a killer's mind, so anyway, any thoughts? Next time someone says someone else is skin and legsI will say they don't know what the heck
they're talking about because they haven't seen you and how your skin grips tight to your tired old legit way it's sags in some partsbecause there's hardly any bone to cling to the toor how your skeleton of a bodyjust lies there uncomfortably on the bed that's not your ownI can hear you crying out for homeyou're a symbol of the skin and bonesskin and
bonesskin and bonesyou is a symbol of skin and bonesBut you are the strongest skin and bones I know. I've never seen you hurt before. Not even when you cut your finger or fell down the stone stairsYou complained about everything and everyone else butnot once did you complain about your legs creaking or back aching or feet hurt or knees shaking. You
never said that when you were sick. I was just going to find out from the medicine bottle next to your plate from mom who would say. You never said you were sick. I just found out from dad and how your body slowly faded everysingleday. I found out from your headacheyour new scar red skin in some partsour taladin breathingYou struggled with your
breathingyet you refused to be trapped because you wanted to make sure someone would take care of me. I can take care of myself! I should be the one to take care of you, so why would you... How could you... You're the strongest skin and bone I know. But I saw you in pain today. I didn't think it would hurt me so muchto see your face white and weeping
your eyebrows knitted together your bony hands hugged your stomach. You didn't want me to see you, so I left the room because even in your agony you wanted me to watch. I bet you pressed down the cancer and said it, I'm not goingThe elder hasn't graduatedThe youngest doesn't go to high school yet and I still need to teach the other to make chocolate
cake. Or you said it, stop it. My apo* shouldn't see me like this. If I go, I'll go quiet. I know when I'm defeated. Just stop the pain to get more than me, it hurts them. Stop. You're the strongest skin and bone I know. Lolo was a fighter. He fought it tooth and nail. They gave him a monthHe showed them a year and a half because he refused to go downwithout a
fight without seeing the face of the grandson he had been waiting for. He saw him and held him. He was hairless and his lungs were blackened, but he saw him and held him. But you're also a fighter. In your own way. You don't want to fight like he did no, you don't want us to see you like that. You struggle with your eyeswith your quiet lovewith the way you
finally let my rough lips brush against your soft forehead todaywith the way you grabbed mom's hand tightly for the first timewith the way you let my brother clumsily kiss your eyewith how you us stay all day day though we were kind of messy with the way you want to go homewith how your lips quietly formed an amen when we prayed for you. You never did
before. I know you're going to keep fighting sowing then, and I know you know when it's time to fight and when it's time to give up. I do not know what will happen but please promise me that you will give up in peacewithout painwithout worries without fear and please, before you goI want to tell you thatYou are the strongest skin and bones I know. *apo -
grandchildren or grandchildren We are bones. Us as the human race. We are bones covered in flesh. Different meats, but we're still bones. We look different, but we're still legs. We sound different, but we're still legs. We move differently, but we're still bones. We act differently, but we're still legs. Do you get it yet? We're individuals, but underneath, we're
bones. We're the same. As. Each of us is skeletons created by the same God, who personalized us according to His will. All in all; We're replicated bones. in my bonesi've grown up to the wayyou crawl on the back of my mindbeckoning me in dinsinister lightafter all these yearsi never seem to get over youyou're in my bonesi can never get rid of youi do not
know if you ever think of meit's such a sin you will never knowwhat you meant that meit is such a shame we never worked out ityou never listened to the people who kept you close you never listened to the people who wanted the best for you.i wanted the best for youbut your ego beat hardyour stubbornness made you unbearableyou are in my bonesi try to
burn you outbut you wedged into my skini will never understand where you ran away mei will never understandwhy my love was never enough for youi will never understandwhy you chased me down all these yearsyou are in my bonesi will never wash you outnothing I can dowill do dodo do you fall outi wish you could understandhow well we could have
beenif you would just listenlisten to what people have to sayyou are in my bonesi will never wash you outnothing I can dowill you fall outyou are in my legsyou are in my legsyou are in my bonesin my bonesin my bonesget out of my legs a song about a first love i am skin and legs, legs and skinbarely held together from withinall hopes that kept my
dreamsdidn't really know what i should bebut skin and legs , legs and skinnow I float out into spacedidn't leave a crumb of bread, not a tracedon't follow me into the darknessI'm hopin' you will see the light Wraith-like, a revelation of humanity's bold definition of meI'm not really here, not really standing in front of youa sneeze and I'll blow away'cause I'm just
skin and bonesyou know it, bones and skins so thin you can see right through me cradled by the world , in a small little houseballed up in my covers, quiet as a musdu go in and call my nameI hear it, I breathe in a all the same, it's all the same I fear don't call me baby, don't call me dearI'm just skin and legs, did'nt you hear?standing in the dark, I know it's
truethat light was never meant to be, don't i and youcan't you hear the crying of all the bells?' can you hear the lighting of torches and screams? I'm skin and bones, legs and skinhold together, don't let me inno dreams because hoping ignited by flameit is a curse, don't call my nameI didn't really know what to be out therea part of me told me not to bother
mebecause I was supposed to be skin and bones There's a devil of a night every year , the night of Mr. Haim! When the devilish and ghoulie them come out to play their monster game. And why would some try to cheat or treat on this terrifying day of killing? Careful now cause gremlins, trolls... sprites and wolves, will offer up their fear! Quiet, shush, I hear a
pack of creepy-crawly boots... Ra'atan-Zu and Boogedy-Boo! And the bones, the clink... And the bones, the clink... Skeletal bone clinker. That cunning-smith of horns and hooves spies on these kiddies, As Ra'atan-Zu and Boogedy-Boo chase strays to make their sneaky-ditties. Quiet, shush, I hear a pack of creepy-crawly boots, and their costumes, oh so
foul, the most evil of costumes! And there she is, the little girl who can't keep up, in a tasty mushroom ensemble. And the skeletal bones clink in her path to give her quite a tomble! Ra'atan-Zu and Boogedy-Boo! And the bones, the clink... And the bones, the clink... Skeletal bone clinker. And Sammy Haim, that smithy devil, a *** hoof-igniting ghoul's desire, He
howls out, demanding now, Put the baby in the fire! And little does he know, no small piece, not even a little clue, neither Ra'atan-Zu nor Boogedy-Boo intend to give him his foundation! For once a year on Halloween they get a night to spaz,Get down and *****, wild and crazy and play some jazz! The little sponge of a girl will play a little violin, Ra'atan-Zu and
Boogedy-Boo, a jazzy duet with children in the middle! Ra'atan-Zu, Boogedy-Boo and a little girl too as they get down actin' a spaz! Playin' all night, howling to the moon and kickin' out some evil jazz! And the bones, the clink... And the bones, the clink...  Skeletal bone clinker. Halloween story rhyme. today I wear myself not too gracefully but with the air that
says I do it gingerlyi keep tender legs of my body closein hoping that they stay and not fall to the floorit has been forever since I met my doctor and let her inspect my legs that make the sometimes steel dna to break, brittle I make sure she knows that my brittle bones have become stronger , although each step has taken a bit of littlethe bone in my chest -
they rein in and they expand legs in my head --they either weight too little or too muchit in my legs--they take time to obey to the motion bones of me --they work together to form this personthis person who wears her sore legs as am i, i'm herthis person who bends but rarely breaks it is me, i'm herthis person who forgets where she left her bonesshe is not
me, that person is gone hollowed in cheek bone bone eroded skull drugs will make your brain go dull hollowed out in cheekbones eroded skull all other emotions but euphoria is null it is until the high wears thin then I need more in my skin less of a person more of a drone, less of a person more skin and legs can not get out bugs can not sweat out
drugsHollowed in the cheeks hollowed out legsMy skin and heart are full of holesI am still a person under the monsterBut what if one day it consumes me? Hollowed in cheekbones eroded skullchildhood is what I stolei used to have childrennow I have child support and I can't even support my addictionhollowed in cheekbones eroded skull so long until drugs
take tolldance with devilflirt with monsterincarcerationclean for a moment the fool calls to me againcame back to mecome back my friendwant so bad to stay cleanbut my friend monsterneeds mehollowed in cheekbones eroded skullthe monster has devoured me wholehollowed in cheek legs hollowed skullis where salvation for my soul?i is in prison a slaveis it
in my veins today?hollowed out in cheekbones eroded skullout of prison on parolehollowed in cheekbones eroded skull much longer I can controlmy veins ache with memoryi need that constant reverie just a little could not hurtone more timeone little flirthollowed in cheekbones eroded skullnow im on patrol nut to find more cashfind another stashempty
stomach is no worries to **** this aching urgewhen wanting more show up on something long to my tooth fall hood much further on this ruttwent out one day for a walk and fell right down into rabbit holes. disclaimer: I've never done drugs myself, but I've seen the damage they cause first hand. These legs are invisibleI can not stay like this foreverMirror mirrors
rolls and celluliteI can not see bonesAll I hear in my earYou Anorectic *****! Gain some weight! I don't see benThighs covered in fresh meatMy pant size two sizes for bigWill this be me forever? Consuming salads without dressingIsn't satisfactory, but it's easier to remove You ugly *****! You finally see what does tooI do not see bonesSticks and stones can
not break my legsAnd I do not even have legs. Those nights spent bawling And shedding tearsWishing I could lose 30 lbsThat scale spazzed out on me Get off me! I look down and read 73.**** this! Why is this me?! I do not see benRolls and celluliteIs all I seeBut I can not see legs Bones,Delicate, slim, beautiful. Cheekbones, It envelops a beautiful face,A
glowing smile highlights legs, With Med tint of pink. Collar legs,Which leads to big beautiful *****,That are ****, and keep a head high. Ribs,**** small bones, peering right through the skinShow every little gasp, every little breath. Hip leg,A product of a flat stomach,Sharp and beautiful,Something he can take tenderly. Knobby knees, Which has a gap between
them, a gap for someone to fit in. And long spindly fingers,Cold to the touch. Bones, I want to see them,I want to touch them,Caress them with a tenderness never shown me,Then maybe, when I can touch the fragility of my legs, under my skin, I will be happy with my body, with myselfNo longer Will I be the girl who needs to lose weight,I will be beautiful,
wanted, cared aboutMaybe, even people will see how fragile I really am Maybe someone will take care of me, finally. Bones for breakfast jly 2014Ben is like peanut brittle. Gnawed at til toothless,of us old mangy mutts. Tastes sweet tender like a drop o dew, feels soft in a bridal whisper, I do. But speaking crispy crackles of Tic-Tac language, instead of ****
out bad breath breathing shards in. Although bones can break,become buried under archaeologists noses,slide through cracks cracked and crumbled. They were once anything but brittle, covered only by skin not yet bruised, backs not yet battered, blood not yet spilled, faces not yet witness the story not yet written. I don't think we should eat bones, but we
break them down into shreds of paper-back tidbits, consumables of children during snack time known as history class. Our teachers create cannibals, consume culture on textbook plates, but pay no mind while wearing leg bibs, they leave out the thickest cuts of meat and just eat the ribs. History is a living thing, dressed to deceive those who blindly believe. I
remember reading George Washington's claim to fame, I didn't chop down the cherry tree. What about Mr. President, what about your enemies? Because every revolution needs people to die for the revolutionaries. Isn't that a sweet piece of cherry sweetness? I learned Genghis Khan sure got it on with many women, but not read about Alexander the Great's
big ***, much of it with a same-sex friend. Wait, was it a mixture of patriarchy and hetero-normativity? Words that weren't worth the money to print? Who hired these fact-checkers for the publishing industry? I'll give you a clue,Learn who has the most to gain by condemning intellectual content and corrupting it with a caustic lack of social conscience. As
textbook reps tell professors, buy our books with cute new features. But since when did it become a good teacher? And so, these chapters get served to us on poop poop plates, gone away to be refreshing as fresh mint pours in for companies like Pearson Education.I examined the low of the land in Egypt, purveying the literature on Pyramids meant to depict
a portrait portrait powerful people, not a foolish riddle. Who built them, we ask. But not out of curiosity for whose backs broke the building. Its whose bones mummified underneath are made into mythological creatures along with Sphinx features. I was taught the Holocaust was a unique horror story, along with the slogan never again. But these 600 pages
neglected to educate about the re-insiment campaign against the Cambodians. Where was I learning from Rwandacivilization's tensions and exterminations? Perhaps these sides were buried in mass graves and dirt ditches, desecrated and desecrated as the indigenous individuals we now call Native Americans. Tell me more about art again. It conveys a
message about the historical people experience,but I think the message got lost sometime during the Renaissance Period.When men had beards and wore colorful clothes,but now is either unprofessional or considered bad thing. When women were depicted plump as it meant social status,but now they are painted in photo shop with air brushes and slim
slick. We've created a glorious new empire of gastrointestinal bypass Groupons, and have either **** out or surgically removed all the bones we swallowed to get here... So, who's ready for lunch? what sound do you make when your legs hit the floor?heavy like the sound of a slamming door. light like a bird, legs make soundsoft like whispered words. when
they are ripped from your body, a little,you should look sweet and brittle and breakable; Little porcelain doll,I advise you not to fall. Tapping on legs, like sticks, little drummer boysmake a war cry noise. The battlefield is invisible until it is not, and your skin prickles. fingers, bony spiders, crawl ing sore, tearing everything. barren as a desert legs seemfame and
white, like a mother crying. tombstone legs as small dancers. strong as milk, shatter the army advances you; they sabotage you,as they try to break through and crack and bend. they will be out! They'll be much better then- but your body, made of jelly misses commensalism. bone, they create a schismbetween mind and body. they are ever so naughty. I've
always been fascinated by bones. The skeletal system was taught to me in the fourth grade years. I learned the name of each bone that lay just below my thin layers of skin. I read books about how they were made, how they were broken, how they fixed themselves. I saw them as self-sufficient. I looked at the plastic skeleton that lived in the corner of my
classroom. I tried to match his legs with mine. in my stomach to put your finger on each individual rib. Stretching my skin to look at the edges of my legs appears. I remember narrowing my eyes on the plastic toy in front of my face. It was like he was mocking me. He showed me everything I wished I could see of myself. Staring at me with such contempt in a
mocking of his plastic teeth. I. gone in a mood that rivaled a hurricane, tears that felt alien to my soft cheeks and a boiling pool of disgust deep inside my body that was covered in too many layers of skin. I spent my first two years in middle school in silent disgust. I forgot my fascination with the bones inside me. I've never really existed anywhere but in my
own head. I was satisfied. When my father pushed us away the first time, we fled to another home on another street. The second time, he pushed us into another house in a different state. I started a new school with new people who inhabited new sets of bones. In my biology classroom, another plastic skeleton took home in the corner. I went back to my new
house every day to my mother who I only saw once a day if I went to seek out her and sisters who had to take the blows quietly. I trailed behind them, collecting their missing pieces and using the glue keeps me whole to keep their parts back together. I climbed to feed the zombies wandering around my house, shaving off layers of skin. I had to stand and
watch my own body turn into the skeleton I envied. I was able to peel back the skin I had left and finally see the sharp edges of the milky bone. We got pushed again. To another house in another state. I panicked to hide what was festering in my chest. I tried to protect it from my sisters' eyes, trying to keep them clean from fear of death or something just as
frightening. I pulled a veil over my face and built a wall between the people I loved and myself. I watched girls my age writhe and smiled and matured. I felt anxious when I tried to be like them, taking into account how they flicked their hair back and tried to replicate it in a mirror. I painted my face with powder and lined my eyes in black to cover the red one. I
grew out my hair long enough to cover my legs dragging down my back, trying to bend into a shape that I didn't want them to go. I spent nights trying to find something that could bring my bones to life. I danced around death, grinning like a maniac as I dipped my toes in the ***** I had found. I saw the blood dripping from the cracks in my skin as I stared past
on my own face which looked like a ghost to me now. I didn't recognize the person in the mirror. With white around my nose, red around my eyes and with features almost parallel to the skeleton that had taunted me so long ago. I came back from myself in the following months. I tried to rip the veil over my eyes. I worked to gently dismantle the wall between
me and everyone else. I let my skin grow and grow until I couldn't see the bones I used to find beautiful. I let myself dress the way I knew I wanted to. I let myself be who I wanted. I took the pain I had nurtured in breasts since I was a kid and bundled it up, pushing it off because it was a friend I didn't want to be around anymore. I had to learn to learn to keep
my sisters up and climb up with them too. I started scribbling a new name on the tablecloths I've poured my heart into. I stopped trying to cut my own legs in the shape I wanted them to be and instead I painted how they grew. I molded creatures of clay. I drew beautiful things. I did beautiful things. I just started drawing the things I looked most beautiful. I drew
flowers and animals and the people I had allowed to help me. I designed architecture and waterfalls and insects. After my legs had disappeared and the smile on my face was not pulled up by the thought of being non-existent, I pulled myself too. this is the poetic essay I had to write for English. It should have a theme and only be 640 words long ... I went like
200 words over **** this thing*** The skeletons my father holds in his closet not my own, these bones would be just too obvious. The demons he fought, I put in the ground, the legs his dad gave him, the ones I said wouldn't be mine. But dead bones do not die,at least the bones that go from fathers to sons,instead sprout and stew and boil under the
surfacewhere hardly a sound is heard. Meanwhile, my boys are busy digging them up. Its true boys tend to dig and get *****; my boys dig up the bones and drum them on my door. I worked so hard to break the cycle,to raise my boys without the pain,to protect their fragile hearts from heartache, I kept telling myself to keep the dead dead dead,but its hard to
do when the dead don't really die,instead they lie about the absence of pain,the pain I knew so well,the fear that motivated me to be something more To push myself beyond what I thought I could be, to a place where I can be a man. But here at endmy boys are still boys drumming up legs, no fear, they expect the world to be easy. I've learned that fear can
be a big motivator. It worked for me but not my boysI never gave them anything to fear. I gave them boats with oars and straw to make bricks and lots of love and lots of hugs and always said I was proud of thembut I never gave them fear. Now my boys fear nothingbut expect everythingdead legs dont diethey just look different published on Pyrokinection,



June, 2013 subway metropolitan subway can't keep your clothes on and I know what you're doing to m something I need are you high heels and just them crawling on fleek in my legs, legs legs laughing chills meto core HeyI is the fireAnd you're the petrol You like my charactertics.  You like my soulYou can not break my bonesI have got broken bonesBut not
fromSticks or stonesI have got broken bonesNot the stick or stonesbut of racismI have got broken bonesNot from sticks or stonesBut by powerful powerful believe HeyI am the fireAnd you are the gasoline You like my charactertics.  You like my soulYou can not break my bonesI have got broken byNot from sticks or stones But from the words you call me. I
have broken bones Not from sticks or stones But from phonetic personalityI have got broken bones Not from sticks or stones But from the threats HeyI is the fireAnd you are the gasoline You like my character-like.  Do you like my soulYou can't break my legs$&amp;%? You!!!! Can't break them. From the song broken bones from the pop band love inc.
Septemberfrom dust and broken glass, from silver and stone, an army arises from their shallow graves. and to this day, no one can remember that this is how it all began. Demons run when a good man goes to war. that's what they've always told me. there haven't been any good men here in a while since, because I can still see demons lurking around
corners like shadows. there have always been things in my life I have learned not to question. you do not doubt the stars of the sky, the ground under your feet or the strength of the northlands. we are not questioning the northern country. i like to ask myself questions-after heaven fell, who collected it all up and put it back in the sky?they won't tell us in
school.when heaven fell, what made the stars taste like? I think it would taste like fire and pain and sugar, like drinking lighting hot lemonade at summer.we don't ask in school.thursdayit's never been enough. money, food, water. At school, they teach us about the war. The war has no name, it's just the war. maybe someday it will come. no one dares to name
it. you do not name the devil. we bow to the throne of the North, unaware that is born of lies. The cameras are our leader now. they are all we have ever felt. on Sundays we go to church and pray. the crosses will never hang right and are always turning upside down and the priest is always looking pale. we all look pale, now. clouds of dust from northernland
blocks out the sun most days.fridayI went to Lou's house today. She has a red gate and ivy grows in her garden. we kicked a deflated kickball around for a bit, but she kept looking over her shoulder. she pretended to drop the ball behind her but couldn't bend down to grab it because her arm is broken, so I went over. tears hid under her eyes, but she didn't
say anything. then her dad came out and watched us play. I didn't like his smile, it was too wide.when I wanted to go home, he offered to follow me home. I said I could do it myself. don't want you to get in trouble, he said, somehow smiling wider. lou made himself laugh and smiled too, but it wasn't a real smile. when we went home, he did not turn his head
away from me, even to cross the street. I looked deep into his pupils, which were so wide that they covered the colored part. I could see someone behind them, look. I didn't say anything. after I walked into my house, he stood out in front for a long time, watching. then I heard. shout from the basement but the door was locked as always so I was afraid of it
instead and when I looked out in front again he was gone. Saturday day at school I fell and skinned my knuckles. The blood that came was strange, red-orange. the teacher grabbed my hand and bandaged it right away before I could get a good look at it. She said you can't tell your mother. teachers do not know that mom went to go live in the White Building,
a place for people who hear voices and do not like the government and must be held back so that they do not harm people. i don't say any of this, i just nod my head ok. sometimes I worry, about alistair. he is a gravedigger and every day when he comes home he looks so empty. he won't tell me why he's so sorry but once i heard him tell canary hurt the
graves just get bigger everyday and then after a long time he said but there they/we/you are always to many bodiesi tried to listen more but he found me behind the wall and when i asked him why there were so many bodies he said there's a sick one , it's allthen after the teacher made us all wear cotton masks that itch and make it hard to breathe. sundayon
the telly today the man in the suit announcer we had another victory but i don't understand how we can have victories without winning the war. the man in the suit tried to show a picture but all we saw was a blurry mess because Alistair said sometimes things can't be shown on TV but I don't know why. I don't make sense why they would limit anything
anymore. what it looks like. a flat landscape coated with bodies accented with blood. We shouldn't know about it anyway. at school, the teacher tells us that there have been no victims of the war. but only when the principal is watching. when he's not she stuffs our coats under the crack and the door and tv songs to another station- one that's fuzzy that she
has to hold a hanger for us to see something. and she will turn back and forth between leaders of northernland and say that this is propagandam and then turn **** back to the man in the suit, and then say that this is truthi do not know why the teacher tells these things. Monday listen- do you hear that? I can hear planes buzzing overhead. teachers say to
ignore it. the teacher says we shouldn't hear. Alistair never lets me go to the basement. he keys the key around his neck, even when he's asleep. He says it's dangerous down there. But I've always been too curious- that's what the principal says. he looks at me with this string different colored eye and says curiosity killed the cat every time ms. hoth bring me
to his office for doodling. i still have no idea what a cat is. he erases my drawings and puts the paper neatly in his desk. We're not wasting anything here. go home is all he says. But I know what he means. walk home in silence and do not ask questions, do not look behind curtains and do not wander off.today mari has her birthday party. Her mother wasn't
there. i can tell lou noticed her eyes were shed direal all peculiar, but she didn't say anything. which I didn't ask. mari looked all scared and the camera in the ceiling fan hadn't moved away from her in a long time. I wondered who was watching her. later, Mari pulled me under her bed. i tried to say something but she covered my mouth with her hand. they'll
take me to tell me everything she said.but i have to tell someone.i knew the feeling. after a long time she took her hand off my mouth and said moms in the garden while she opened her presents, the obligatory from the north country that is not funny, I tried to look out the window to see her mother. the only thing I could see in the garden was a pile of fresh
earth. lou caught me searching and grabbed my wrist. She said you can't watch.on Tuesday when I get home there's a woman at the kitchen table, and with her there are four ravens. she is royal, it feels the way she sits and breathes and just exists. She looks at her hands and then at me. but this lady is not a guardian angel, as the kind canary says always
looks after us. I'm not an angel. she says. She's not from the northern country, but she's not from here either. I know is all I say, because I'm not worried that she's here and that there are cameras and that she doesn't belong. i know she is not real. and she says I'm a godess. I don't doubt her. she sits up, and puts the ravens around her hair and on her
shoulders and the like. this is an omen. I nod, because why else would a goddess be at my kitchen table? and then she's gone because she was never really there, and I wash my face and make sure I no longer see people who aren't there, because I don't want to go live in the White Building as a mom. Wednesday they are always watching us at the break -
we must not stand or go any further. We've never been allowed to run. there are cameras everywhere now too. They see everything as a big waking monster that never sleeps. I thought I'd feel safe with the cameras, but the back of my neck feels prickly like there's someone standing behind me and when I spin around and see the fungus is empty except for
me. The only place where not cameras are is under Alistair's bed. I go and hide there sometimes, just to forget the feeling of being watched. this is where I read the stories that Alistair's written. in them, he speaks of a sky as blue as the sea. I've never been to the sea. i remember the sky used to be blue, but never really. now it's a grey.canary caught me
watching it it once and pressed my head down. she said don't let them catch you looking or they will put cameras in your eyes. I believe her. Wednesday day we went to mandatory meeting, where they fainted from rations. there are always smaller and smaller when it was last time. while we were there they made us watch a video where the leader of
northernland talked about how well we did in the war and how this would almost be over soon. he also reminded us that if we were past the curfew there would be serious punishments.for rations we got a red powder called kool-aid that you mix with water to make juice. We also got a loaf of white bread, a browned banana, circular biscuits and a warm jacket.
alistair took the jacket and left for work. canary always looks anxious. ever since mom went bonkers I haven't seen her not wearing her worry lines. I can't believe she's only six years older than me. to alistair that doesn't seem like a long time. For me, six years is an eternity. as long as a war.canary saw alistair walking by the window for a long time, long after
he disappeared into the fog. Then, all of a sudden, she turned around and told me to help you with your homework. I didn't tell her hurt I knew how to multiply the brawl. Mom always used to say that if you were busy you weren't worried. canary made me a cup of red juice and her hands shook so much that she dropped the glass. Too bad, it was our last. it
seemed to shatter in slow motion, and I could see each piece breaking slower and slower. the day seemed to go by slowly, the cold sleeping into my legs and making me sleepy. I wa so thirsty, so thirsty. i wasn't allowed anymore water until Friday though. if you drink to much of it at once you get sick. I begged the canary to let me drink from the creek in the
garden but she wouldn't. it's black and thick, and smells nail polish.last time I punted my nails was for dads funeral. I remember Canary used her last bottle of nail polish to paint my fingers black, so as not to have anyone see the dirt under my nails. It didn't matter, added. we were the only ones who participated.canary flying together pieces of glass with sticky
glue. I can't bear to tell her that all the glue in the world would never be enough. The shards are too small. she fills it back up with red juice and for a moment everything is fine, but then the glass can't take it anymore and collapses with force in her hands. kool-aid runs down her fingers like blood. mixed is genuine blood, from the incisions the glass remains.
she looked at it for a long time, letting the blood run down her fingers like that. then she said what a waste novemberalistair is sick. The principal gave us ibuprofen but all that makes him feel empty. he thrashes in and screams ****** ****** and I I He's going to be like mom, always seeing things and hearing things. Maybe he can go live with mom in the White
Building. Mom would like that, if she could remember alistair. I've been sleeping in school, because the canary doesn't want me to get sick. dormitories are cold and empty and heavily sanitized. I miss canary and i miss alistair but canary wont let me come home. I don't know what she'd do if I was sick. so I stay. and every night, I say to myself I hate the
northernland I hate the northernland I hate but I say it in my head, because I'm worried they will come for me. sometimes I worry about canary getting sick. she says promise I usually, sunshine but I know she never worries about herself. the teacher gave me flowers to send to alistair. the card says get healthy soon it's been a long time since I've seen real
flowers. most are fake, as the teachers sent alistair. it me not to mind. that's the feeling that's important. Sunday day at the church preacher said and let's pray for our sick they have stopped about adjusting the crosses. they remain and down and no one sees. except me. i was looking, while we were supposed to be praying, but canary pressed my head
down and said pretend you can't see them.that's when i knew she saw things too. Saturdayi remembers when I came home from school and found mom. There were papers all over the house, because she has made her drawings. it was on walls and floors and crumpled up under the boxes, all the pictures of the northern country and the pastor and
everything. and she said there's no god. there is no god. there is no god. Alistair covered her mouth but it was too late, the northern men were already here. she drew this pictures more violently scribbling and slashing with my art pens. she drew alistair and canary and father, but not me or her. There was a lump in the throat. she picked a new paper and
pulled god, in front of all of us, but she kept saying that there are no gods there are no gods, there are no gods, and she stabbed and scribbled on the paper, and northernland men knocked, looked at us through the cameras, and Mom pulled me down next to her. I could see blood under my skin she held me so tight, and she had. a thousand stars in her eyes
that all spun, saliva dripped down her chin and she didn't see my mom anymore. she looked lost. She said the gods have abandoned us. After the northern men took her to live in the White Building, her drawings were left on the floor. Alistair gathered them all up and threw them in the basement and locked the door. then he put the key around his neck. At
least, I think that's what's in the basement. I've never told Alistair, but the last drawing I took, off me and her and a boy. i stuck it with glue to the very back my klädeck box, so no one will ever find it. in the picture, my lips as it is sewn together with greenish yarn. this has always frightened me. Yum's mouth is open and she screams, but there is no tounge
inside her mouth. The boy looks normal, and he holds my hand. this has always frightened me. this has always frightened me. this has always frightened me. It's just a picture. mondayi keep finding myself in that moment-when the canary broke the glass and cut my hands, spilling red juice and blood like lines on my hands. she sat there for a long time, just
looked. maybe it's stuck with me because she just looked, when we'll never look. clocks are ticking slower and slower everyday life. Tuesday teacher was not at school today. instead, we have a woman with dazzling hair and an accent from the north of the country. no one asked where the teacher went. We don't want to know. the gallows and the TV were
also gone. when I got home, I felt really sick with tears. i told alistair they've taken the teacher. his eyes widen and he ****** his head towards the camera. canary digging her nails in my arm. of course they haven't been all he said. thats silly.then he looked like in nothing for a long time. I just looked straight into the camera.wednesdayat pause the northernland
woman acted really strange. she sat with us on the sidewalk and when the camera melody we it's invasive x-ray eyes off she whispered your teacher has been taken by northernland.nobody said anything. Nobody says anything anymore. I think if we even talked to many of us would cry. and then the cameras would look at us. so we just stared in space.in our
hearts, we already knew. But I still wanted to scream. thursday today was idyllic. the sun came through the smoke and lit the sidewalk up orange. the woman from the north asked us what we would like if we could have some powers. almost everyone said healing. I said flying. Maybe it's because I'm selfish, all I want to do is fly away. But maybe it's because
I'm honest. I'm getting tired of not hearing the truth. just to see if I could do it I ran all the way home. my feet seemed to leave the ground, its as if I actually flew every time I took a step. but then I landed and took off again. I hadn't run for a long time. my chest seemed to hurt with a good pain, if pain can be good. i wanted to tell Alistair but canary wouldn't let
me see him. i just need you to get warm where all she said. over and over again. But I'm cooking, he said. it was quiet for a long time. it's going to be okay. She said it again. Twice. three times.you know that feeling when you feel sick in the stomach, not because of illness but out of fear. and mixed together in that illness is tears and insight and you feel weak
and helpless.  That's how I felt when they took mom. that's how I feel now.i do not know why, but a sudden hatred of the northern up into the stomach. I think I'm going to get sick. I turn around and run, run as fast as I can until I'm at a strange gravel alley hidden behind some trees. I rest there for a long time, looking into the darkness after the cliff meet. I know
where I am you. I am in the abyss, a place so long ago banned by Alistair, I had never intended to come here. i don't break the rules, i just ask questions. But I'm here. at the abyss. where no one should ever be. fridaydeath is a feeling. just like touch or smell, death is a feeling. I could feel it in my heart. in my bones and veins. it crowded about our house like
fog in the summer. and all I wanted in the world was for it to disappear.teachers today told me about the northern country, how it was nice and safe and loved it's people. The lie seemed to snugre in her throat. no one has ever received kindness from the north of the country. the northern country started the war and has starved and survieled us to no avail. i
know there was a time before, but i didn't understand how that could have been. but I still haven't made peace with the cameras.the abyss is where people go to go crazy. Your screams bounce off the walls of the holes, but you can't see them because it doesn't have edges. you can't see the bottom or sides of anything, just darkness. then the northern men in
the gas masks in their yellow wagon and take you away. the abyss is where the devil lives, in a bottomless hole to the center of the world. Saturday I met a boy living in the abyss. he is made of sunshine and glitter, and plastic and color and peace and all that is beautiful. But he's not quite there. instead, he is almost through. sometimes he's there and
sometimes he's not. I know he's not real, just an imaginary friend. i am not like mom, who looked imaginary people and thought they were becoming real. I didn't say much to enyo, instead I said the only thing I was thinking. says it made me sick. I think Alistair will die.as I said it, echoed it off the walls of the cliff.suddenly it was too much. i was all too much. my
heart started beating fast and my mouth felt dry and I stood up. I didn't mean to cry but I did, big wet tears it wiped my skin. I don't want him to die. I said over over.my words echoed against the rocks, I didn't sound like me. He cant DIEi screamed. HE CANT DIE HAN CANT DIE HE CANT DIE HE CANT DIE HE CANT DIE HAN CANTi woke up a long time
later next to enyo. I looked into the void that filled the space between the rocks and the unknown. I wonder that's where heaven is said. I pointed into the nothingness that felt all consuming. enyo didn't say anything. he looked as empty as I felt.a long silence later I said he will not die is he? enyo looked me in the eye for the first time and I realized that his was
a beautiful black, layer upon layer of black brunt. brunt. said what else you fear, the echo or the answerbut enyo was not there at all. He's just made up. sundaypreacher came back to the house and said that alistair is better. that his fever had broken. did not know that fever could break. I asked him about how sick feels, and he took me out to the garden and
we sat on the piles of rubble that used to be the neighbors. He said your brain gets confused, and everything seems fuzzy and mixed up. I can't help but think that must be awful for alistair, he was always order ly. mondaytoday mari has her birthday party. Her mother wasn't there. i can tell lou noticed her eyes were shed direal all peculiar, but she didn't say
anything. which I didn't ask. mari looked all scared and the camera in the ceiling fan hadn't moved away from her in a long time. I wondered who was watching her. I know who was guarding her. tuesdayi go down to the rocks, but enyo is not there. schools closed for clean-up, so I have nothing to do. I rock my legs off the edge for a long time. i don't dare say
anything, i hate the way it echoes back. I look deep into the bottom but I can't see anything. it's just darkness. something at the bottom feels like is calling me, jerking me to come. I turn my back. was this before or after the preacher came? i am trying to remember in order, tell you this story radially like teacher says. I go home and canary's there waiting for the
window. She says here I'm going to help you with your homework. no, no, no NO NO NO NO. that did not happen after, which happened before.i can hear the ticking of the clock in my ears, slowing down. maybe I get crazy.wednesdayi'm sitting on a bench, but I can't remember where. enyo is next to me and he speaks. in my chest I feel something strange,
as it is to move and jump. I feel nauseous but it also feels good. I look over and he bleeds, golden blood from his eyes and mouth runs down his chest. i want to scream but it stops in my throat. enyo puts a finger on my lips and the scream disappears. He's not bleeding anymore. We hold hands. do we keep hands? teachers don't tell too, it will make us sick.
but enyo is different. enyo does not go to school. It feels like my hands are sweating but it doesn't matter, he says nothing. I wake up cold. it felt so real, it all felt so real. my arms feel heavy. I'm alone on a bench at the abyss. smoke fills the air and makes it difficult to breathe.fridaymari wansnt at school today. I know the northern country took her, broken
bones and everything. I remebemer because lou told me while Alistair was sick. but that was days ago. i am sorry, it's just so hard to tell the story in the right order. my head hurts.tuesdayi'm sorry if i cross out bits, it's just that like me more i change the words. doctor tells you to stop doing this, but you should Truth. clocks are slower and slower recently.
Alistair can't work anymore, the preacher said. i was going to tell him about enyo, how he is real now, not imagined, but i didn't know how. there are no words to describe him. watching him make crows hit their wings under my ribs, but I don't know why. I sit with Alistair after class but can't think of much to say. He doesn't seem like my brother anymore, just a
body lying on the floor. thursdaydoctor says I'm defamilirazing myself, telling the story as if it didn't happen to me. tells it in all the wrong pieces. i will try and tell it in the right order, but my head hurts. My head hurts so much. doctor won't tell me why I need to explain, what tape recorders are for or do I have to wear the mask or why I'm here, what happened
to my family. he won't tell me why every time i say it like it was in the past and didn't happen right now he checks me for a fever. All he says to me is to start at begging. fridaythe blonde woman from the north country has a ring in her nose, but do not know why. when I ask her she doesn't seem to understand. she doesn't talk anymore either. just points to
things on the board. I dreamt she had her tot-hair cut off, but it was just a dream. northernland would never do that to anyone. Saturdayalistair is dead. Preacher says the disease took him, but doesn't know which one. the real illness or brainwashing in the north of the country. I think it was both, because the disease made his brain weak so that the thought-
poisoners could break in. It's okay, he wasn't my brother anymore. Doctor says I've never loved him. sundaychurch has been closed and we are going home, just arrived when our door opens. I wonder who would w on coming to this house, where the walls smell dead. The northernland woman is on our doorstep, standing in the place the cameras can't see
her. She's smart. canary opens it and the northern woman opens her mouth. There is no tounge or teeth, and the sides of her neck are black. I scream, so loud and shrill that I can't believe I'm making this noise. my heart is in the middle of the earth, fear running through my brain and I scream. canary covers my mouth. it doesn't matter, the cameras were
already looking. canary pushed me to the floor and dragged me under the bed. I could feel the cameras following us all the way. when she sat up, her students looked strange, how moms did when she way of seeing people in the walls. anger seemed to hide in her voice, she tried not to be loud but to me it felt like she was screaming, she had never thrown
words that struck me like knives before. she told me never to scream or else the men behind the spying eyes camera would come for me. what would be the do without you she screamed, but it was not screaming it cried. she help me me to her breasts and I could feel her breathing and her heart beating, sparratic and short. she cried in my hair, until it was
soaked in tears. this was when I knew the canary was lost. tuesdayenyo is in the void, just there. he is very pale today, and he says nothing for a long time. We've had to hold hands now. I have never held my hand with anyone, and my fingers feel strange and clumsy. tecaher used to say that touch was against the rules, but I'm so tired of rules that I'm now
happy to break them. all at once, it strikes me that there could be cameras here. there are cameras everywhere. i don't know why this has never fallen to me before. suddenly I don't care, I want them to see. I stand up and scream as loud as I can.thursdayafter I screamed, no one came for me. even when I go back, I don't feel safe anymore. i destroyed it only
place i felt safe. Saturdayenyo is gone. i go daily and scream for him, but he leaves when I scream. he's still missing. I'm worried about him, but at least I know the northern country hasn't taken him. a sick feeling in my stomach asks me if enyo was ever real. I know he was. but it's still there, pull on my head. of course he was. I felt his skin, rough and broken.
imagination cannot conjure up real people. But then I think of mom. how her fever got so high that she started seeing people who weren't there. My head hurts so much, like someone's trying to break out of prison in my head. I'm angry, for the first time in my life. enyo was my only friend, the only one who could see through the blanket in the northerly sky. I
scream for him ENYO ENYO ENYO ENYO ENYO ENYO ENYO, but I'm not angry, I cry and cry so much and loud that someone puts his hand over my mouth, but there is no there. I'm choking. I turn around and I can not breathe, my sight is to dig into the abyss. I'm sick. someone is holding my body, but their skin is cold. I open my eyes but I can only see
shapes. I'm on the gravel and the sun is orange, just like always. I'm alone. but can feel someone's tears, touch my cheeks. i sit up as soon as i can, and i am seeing stars but i just need to look. we are never supposed to look but i am going to see. the northernland is punishing me.enyo makes me sick. enyo is there next to me, crying. I've never seen him cry
and something rises inside me, and all I want to do is put my arms around him, so I do. slowly he gets warmer and feels more solid. Let the cameras look, let them see. sundayim running, running off the tips of my feet and shooting me off the ground, I'm flying. I have to come home. i think about the first time i ran, letvthe camera watch, spoken to enyo. all the
times I've broken the rules. I have always hated the northern country, I had seen something better. I had talked to enyo, heard stories about what it was like before. a hate hate strong curcdled under my ribs and made me want to hit someone. I ran and ran and ran and ran and ran, HE CANT DIEi shouted. He cant die he cant die he cant die he cant die he
cant die he cant die he cant. he will die.mondayi saw a raven in the wire post today. it was great against the gray sky and he saw me when I walked into the house. I hadn't seen a raven in a long time, so I turn to enyo to tell him he looks like a raven. he's smiling, but he is. about it. enyo was never there. wednesdayalistair has gone back to work, though I
don't think he should have. He tells the symptoms of the disease when he gets home. headache, see things, bleeding from your insides. i play with ring on my finger, trying not to ask if there is what happens to mom. I open my mouth but a rock lives there, and I can't touch it without crying.sundaydoctor tells me to get off the floor, that I can stand now. I stand
up and he sits me on the table. he is old and pale, with shiny grayish eyes. tell me what happened to alistair, he says. I don't get it. what happened to alistair?fridaymari wansnt at school today. I know the northern country took her, broken bones and everything. I remebemer because lou told me while Alistair was sick. I go home alone, and cold. It feels like
there's a little green man in my lungs running a garden hose. i think back to the time when i ran, the first time i broke the rules. No one came for me. I can't run anymore, my arms feel heavy and when I cough thick red blood comes out of my mouth. It must be the smoke. I'm going home, and the canary is by the window. she cries in reckless abandon,
shamshing on the door with her fists. two men from the north country hold her back, and one hits over her head with a black stick. alistair is performed on a stretcher. See what the northern country has done to my family. all for this stupid war's sake. I can't remember who we're fighting and yet my sister and my brother have died for the cause. Enyo says
they're not dead. but enyo is not there, he was never there. wednesdayi screamed again. I know canary told me not to, that cameras would look into my eyes and into my head. but I saw the northern man come up to the street in his yellow wagon, straight towards Lou's house. When the door opens, she is wheeled out on a stretcher. so I screamed, because
lou is dead and the war without a name would have killed her. the devil had killed her. canary grabbed me when the camera looked at me, because every camera in the house was trained on me. there was a disturbance in her eyes that I had never seen before, as if she wasn't all there. She grabs my arms and is much stinger than she should be. She opens
the basement door and I scream again, because now I know what's in the basement. more northernland men than I've ever seen is in the basement, and when they look up. someone take sme from from and I scream and writhe and kick, but they pull on my body until my skin tears. when I wake up, I keep very still, and I can't move if I want to too. doctors say
this is called paralysis. there is a very bright light and a burning pain, it hurts so much my body burns. cascades of blood come down my mouth, and someone sticks my lips with pins. this hurts more than anything that has ever happened to me. it hurts in a deep ache, not just on the surface, and my whole body wants to shudder. my lungs fill up with blood,
because it hurts too much to breathe.saturdaywhen I wake up I'm in my bed, in my house. more relief than I have ever felt washed over me, because it was just a nightmare.i used to have nightmares where there was a man in my room, say figures out of action. but then the preacher says that if I talk to God before bed and make sure that my blood is pure
doubt for the northern country, then I will not have nightmares. this is why I have had this nightmare, because I was distrusting the northern country. I don't care, because it was just a dream. I will never hail northernland.my lips hurt, and I wonder if in the night I bit my lips because of the dream. happens sometimes. I dress and get ready for school, and catch
myself in the mirror before I go. i turn fully against it to make sure i am not hallucinating. in the great horror of it all, I try to scream, but it stays in my throat. I can't scream, or make any noise at all. my lips are sewn closed with green thread. Fridayevery school is quiet. Anna covers her mouth and big wet tears fall on the ground. Mrs. Hoth takes her to the office,
and the cameras follow them all the way there. we say our promise and do our arithmetic, but I can not say anything. I hate it northernland.i hate it, I hate it. and I realize that this is why they have silenced me.the northern woman is gone, and a man in yellow coat teaches us arthimatic. the clock on the wall is barley ticking now. Lou sits at the desk in front of
me, her hair oily and skin light blue. she turns around, just like the old days, but isstead to tell me what the answer is or who is the cutest or any of the normal things, everything she says is over. her mouth makes an o and she closes her eyes and rests her head on the desk. When I blink, she's not there. I'm alone in the classroom. sundayi go to church
myself, because I have not seen the canary since she sewed my mouth shut. She's not my sister anymore, and I pretend I don't care what happens to her in that basement. when I get there preacher is not there, there is no one there except the northern woman. She comes and sits next to me and runs her fingers over the stitches. we pray together, although
we cannot say anything and there is no When we go outside there is an officers car, and she is handcuffed a put in the back. the man who has her gives me a sticker, with a small white cloud on it. there is confidence in the northernland. I don't trust the northern country. I don't trust anyone. i run away as soon as i can and throw the sticker in the ground, but it
still seems to follow me inside my head. confidence in the northern country. confidence in the northern country. confidence in the northern country. confidence in the northern country. confidence in the northern country. confidence in the northern country. confidence in the northern country. mondayenyo is at the abyss, waiting. He says I'll kill you. and I
understand, it all makes sense now. But he's all I have now. if the only thing worth living for is killing me, that's what doctors would call dramatic irony. I don't feel dramatic, feel used. the northernland has used me and used my family.saturdaydoctor says that when telling a story I need to define who is the antagonist and the main character. antagonist is
someone who antagonizes people. doctors say this means evil. this is hard for me to understand, because everyone is evil. this is not a story, and it does not have signs. the people i have met in my life are all complex and strange, evil and good and unpredictable. doctor says ok and that we will try again tomarrow.thursday mari wansnt at school today. i
know the northernland took her, broken leg and all.mari wansnt at school today. i know the northernland took her, broken leg and all.mari wansnt at school today. I know the northern country took her, broken bones and all.fridayenyo is by the abyss, waiting. He says I'll kill you. and I understand, it all makes sense now. But he's all I have now. if the only thing
worth living for is killing me, that's what doctors would call dramatic irony. I don't feel dramatic, feel used. the northern country has used me and used my family. doctors say to be grateful for the northern country, that they did not use me. I turn away from enyo because although I love him, I am loyal to the northern country. i am grateful to northernland.i am
grateful to northernland.all hail, all hail. love alistair brand elementexposing state secrets cultenyo becomes more real as he is dying.preacher dies.alistair goes crazy, then dies.something in the basement. Very low IQ but the only smart enough to seeenyo is a ghostcanary goes crazy and sews our mouth shut.fall in love with enyo. not told radiallytold in
sgememgs that cross over symbolize do you ever like your legs? The way that support everything we do. They break and they age and they grow. Bones is holding every story you've told me. From the time you broke your toe dance to an isis baby to the time you wrote a new chapter. Ben is all we are and all we will ever beOur legs are what's left after we on
to the next lifeOur legs will tell our life stories. The carpal tunnel from writing, painting and playing an instrument that everyone is left to tell wewere hereand we tried to show the worldwe caredabout its Bones I am natureI'm open and wild and freeI'm the wind rushing down canyons and the screaming in banyansI'm a bird that singsI am molecules on cells on
bones against thingsI'm civilization. The trapped fluorescent lighting in a library cellar. The cake goes and small calls and forced calls. I'm beep and hums and dirt on bums. I'm the distant cell phone that rings. I'm a molecule on cells on bone to things. I'm abound A child giggles loud sounds of joyPuzzle completers and Christmas toysSmiles and laughs and
leaves of the grassCasino machine that dingsI'm molecules on cells on bones against thingsI'm anger. Tears, scares, and does not fight fair. I'm the red one in your eyes when you cry. I'm a ghoul coming out into the night. I'm the incision that doesn't stop stinging. I'm a molecule on cells on bone to things. I am ideasOriginality by and throughCreations of my
own developing in my mindGreat sinewy thoughts looking for action to bindMister Cleanse and Daedalus wingsI am molecules on cells on bone against thingsI am silence. Quiet. Tight. Composure.Open. Tired. Closing.I am the stillness of being. I'm molecules on cells on bone to things.* I'm aliveI put Rube Goldberg machines into actionI'm considering, being
drawn, and trying not to hateI breathe and I'm heaving and I thinkI'm using my eyes to make sureI'm molecules on cells on bone versus thingsI'm dead. I'm a sideshow reflection of the man I could be. I'm lazy cold and damp. Hopefully I can make my heart beat again. Then I could be me, molecules on cells on bone against things (a traditional Japanese ghost
story, re-told by Raj Arumugam)IngressOgiwara sits in his shedalone, sadonly memories sustain him now in lonely hours of his nightsand now it's the night of obonand he hears light feet of womenjust outside on grass just under willowit is a woman with his pionlykta and next to herthrough his windowOwargia sees the beauty that weakens his heartyoung
Otsuyu he seesand Ogiawara comes out and bows and he invites them inon this night of obonWhat Onatsaku sawI saw the ladies come every nightand the woman with the lanterns out at the deck while the youngster walked inand Ogiwara as happy as in times every single night I saw themcame as gentle as divine creaturesand before the dawn break I
prepared myself for workI saw them leave Oandgiwara sorry , as he is always nowWhat an older neighbor sawtoothless I can bebut 'm still sharp of facultyand I saw these two w'menone young , and a beauty like one from Edoand every night Ogiwara received her and last night I walked through his windowand I saw 'm naked in his roomand w'man he loved
towas but legs, legs and smiling skull and the two were intertwined limb over limbso close in love makingand w'man he did towas but legs, legs and smiling skullWhat the priest did And the priest came forwardAnd warned Ogiwara of dangerThe adorable young girlwas the ghost OtsuyuAnd a prayer he placed on doorso she can never get injut when inotsuyu's
songO Ogiwaramy heart and fleshyearns for youon previous nightsyou welcomed me inbut now you have doors closed against me were all yourfalse love , false as our days? O Ogiwaramy heart and flesh tremble for dinson previous nightsyou cried as we did loveyou cried that you had found beauty and joybut now you let me stand crying in the coldwas all
your lovefalse, false as our days? O Ogiwaraif I must not come intothe door and come with meWhat the children saw This morning we went playing across the fieldsand in the cemeteryAnd there in an open graveyard we saw Ogiwara's corpse break, rotting but his blue coat still around himAnd we saw his corpseembraced of a womanbut she was but legs,
legs and smiling skull and the two were intertwined limb over limband skull-woman he was withshe hissing on usand sa :*Go away, children... Go away ... and she was just legs, legs and smiling skull (a traditional Japanese ghost story, re-told by Raj Arumugam) for companion image google Peony Lantern or Otsuyu My feet to the ground, tied faithfully,like my
breath to air, or your touch to mine, its warmtha comfort in chilled moments,in lukewarm nature nudity,its weight on our legs. Your crooked mouth and funny bonescarry you gently, faithfully live out back, unclothed naked,their nagging cries lost to cold air while we laugh in those momentsand revel in our happy warmth. On days without you, without warmthI
carry your smile within my legs and wait patiently for the momently your return, my faithful heart singing your melody to the air,transported briefly, then lost to silent nudity. As the season turns, the trees standing naked their bare fingers reaching for the heat leaves lost, rotting in young, the winter air the smell seeping slowly into my legs will pass as they wait
faithfully for spring to break the frost into molten moments. Our patience will succumb to the expected moment when limbs can step into the nakednessthe sun never fail to renew the belief that even the most bitter of cold will succumb to heat will lie in the grass, your legs of my legsand spill our happiness into clean air. There are times you spend putting on
airspretending you are someone else in a moment,but your façade will never convince my legs for they feel you at your most nakedwith nothing but our love of warmth,so I sing the prayer of us that holds my faith. Your legs can speak without air. Their whispers faithful in fleeting moments, my naked soul forever hungry for your warmth. Three Bones live in
olde dark woodThree Bones up to no goodWay too many teeth in itThree Bones smile everywhere. Three watches children sleepWaits until their dream's deepthen he crawls into their bedsHowling in small heads. Three Bones steals away his dreamsLaughing at their dormant screamsNightmare is his stock and tradein this dark midnight parade. Three
Bones live in the old dark woodThree Bones up to nothing good ... Copyright T.P. Mooney 2011 (From Tonawanda Blood) what is it that Ben says, so trapped and silenced by their fate underskin?whose idea was skin?let it wash away: your flesh is a figment of your imagination. I guess I wouldn't be soft anymore but I wouldn't have to open my mouth for
people to hear my secrets.bones are treeswith initials carved inand hearts left whole when they've really been broken.bones have deeper thoughts than youor the circles that spiral the trunk of a thousand years oldstump.bones know nothing and everything.you don't need to tell them.they are made of whispers, too afraid to say anything out loud(though they
wouldn't hears if they did).for years have we speculated,wondered why the earth's bonesare so much brittleand why ours is so verysmall;less than the thoughts we pretend to think when we avoid eye contact or on things that say.what lies between one and the next is simply a breath we neglected to takewhen we waited to hear if everything would be
okay.bones is wise.without listening we cant see.what is the point of walking around with our hands over our eyes and look for our bedswhen we can lie down Remember to breathe, and rest in the gentle hand that we have always driven away? i want to see my bonesand i want you to feel themplease, thanks. tell me that I am skinny,I need you; I need you to
ask about the weight I losethat I need to be losingskinny and you will love meyou'll love me if i'm skinnyplease, wait and I'll be skinnyi'm trying. i'm trying so hard.***** covered handsblood dripping from my noseshakingplease, you can't see that I'm trying?don't give up. not yet.please, don't give up on me yet.i promise i be thinner than herthinner than
everyoneplease, wait. Wait for me. i promise i'll be skinny.i promise.i'm too fat for loveand i know what you think about mebecause i think the same! i can see rollsi can feel weighti promise i'll be skinny.give me time. Give me time. all i need is time.emaciated.i want my legs to show. I want to be used as a skeleton in a science classi want everyone to see iti
want to show how skinny I can geti promise i'll be skinnyplease, don't judge me for my extra poundde'll be off sooni promise they'll be off sooncan't you see i want this?i'i've never wanted any mermy handouts are *****blood, *****, sweating, tears.my stomach is emptyalways.can't you smell my breath?my dress? my hair? the scent of ***** lingersi'm destroying
my insidesso you can see my bonesplease, see me. please, you can not see you won't be looking because of fatand i'm sorry for the sight you have to seei promise that you will soon be able to rub your legs against my bonesi need my legs to show.i need them to cut skin.i need my legs to show. Don't worry, I know what days to hurt. I don't need a calendar
or any fanfare. You can try to hide them from me(I always wonder if it is a kindness or a cruelty ... I decide I want to believe you're protecting me.) But in the end my legs knowThe days of feeling like chalkMy veins knowThe days of aching in the strange itching wayMy stomach knows The days on which one can feel sick of disgustMy heart knowsWhich days
to break on, again. My legs know. Sometimes I do not realize itSometimes my mindHas no ideaBut my body always tells me anyway,And if I deny it enough, I can always come up with some manufactured explanationsNot quite right, do not completely cleanFor the tightness of my throatOn days like this. They feel thin and cheap though, and I don't believe
them as much as use them as slipcoversto keep the flashy truth from top off from below. Because when I knowI knowCause to be intuitive is not all it's cracked up to be. In an information ageThe only use for a sixth sense is self mutilation of the mind-It's a curse that just warns and warnsAnd forces you to live in fear and pain,And no matter how you run from
or bury or get around it,You knowYou know you're lying to yourselfYou know because you always knowBecause that's what you do-Know.You can't imagine the horrible things I've tried not to see failedAnd. Wonder why I worryWhen all my worries are really just forewarning,And forgive me if telling myself it should be okay sounds a bit thinWhen my legs know
it won't be. I tried not to know the day you said yes. I tried and failed. Felt it in my skin as fire antsUnder,A new hatred, a new wound, sinister and ugly,A new pain that felt as if someone sliced me open to the marrow and branded secret words in all the small cavities. And eventually I was faced with the reality that I knew you had left me long before you ever let
on. As I know everything that hurts meBut can never avoid it: The only difference between knowing and not knowingIs how long it makes OnsCause life is a runaway train and the one that is steering300 mph against the nearest concrete wall,It sure is not me,And it sure is not PlanAnd my bonesKnow.You never fooled me. You never will. You give me the
kindness to tryAnd I give you my cooperationBut the truth isYou have never hurt me behind closed doors. Thank you for giving everything, love, but I always know. I feel every second of itReal timeAnd find the explanations later, Scattered as weapons and bodies after a battle,Make perfect, burning And I bury my head in the sandNever try to fully understand-
Although I hate to preach a lie And let it echo through the temples of my soul-Because I know that if I do not see the look the truth will burn my eyes out of my skull. Knowing is not all it's cracked up to beWhen know can't change the end game,And yetScattered as twigs and as brittle On days as thisMy Legs * Know. I always carry your name under my tongue,
in that little place under my tongue and I don't think I'm ready yet to loosen my lips and let you slip out and leave me forever because it's a scary thought, that's a**** scary thought. I would be more comfortable cutting off my own arm or going blind or getting spat in the middle of the ocean because it's just physical, it doesn't mean anything, I have another arm,
I have another arm, and I have my memories, and I could probably swim enough to reach some kind of island or strip of land or even just let nature take control and pull me into the arms of the big blue babe and she would kiss me and show me her shiny shell and dead legs of fish collected in piles on the floor and I would stay down there forever and I would
crawl out of my weight and leave it in a collected pile on the floor and I would float through the air and I would soar through the air and I would crawl out of my weight and leave it in a gathered pile on the floor and I would float through the air and I would float through the air and I would float through the air and I would crawl out of my weight and leave it in a
collected pile on the floor and I would float through the air and I would soar through the air and I would crawl out of my weight and leave it in a collected pile on the floor and I would float through the air and I would float through the air and I would crawl out of my weight and leave it in a collective I would breathe deep full of water and I would be water and she
would be water and we would be water and it wouldn't matter if I love you or if I just scared that I would be water and you would be bones and blood and brains and I would just be water , and you can't confuse water with anything but water but the bones and blood and brains are messy and thick and runny and easily confused with things like spaghetti and
red color and death and I want to be water. clear and unmistakable.but I'm not water, I'm also bones, and I'm blood, and I'm brain, and I'm not a piece clear. Chapter XXVIIMashiach of Juda V partMiracle VI - Gethsemane / MaasefaPrefaceI this chapter in particular I want to clarify the revelation of three basic phases of the outcome of this chapter in Juda.a)
The subsequent phase after stable in Bethelem (Kafersuseh) will lead to the neurochemical conformation of the energies subtracted from the visions of the stable, exclusively from the ceiling before the intervention of Cherubs with its four wings, just like Lepidoptera ( butterflies), incur in an original messianic nexus provided with pheromone sensitivity and
chemical activation in pollination of bumblebees, bees, and varvars, that the nature of Olivo Barnea, to consolidate the language and maintain it as a dialect of messiah.b) From this phase itself, phylogeny is subtracted as a relationship between species or taxa generally from tree species and wild plants. Although the term also appears in historical linguistics
to refer to the classification of human languages according to their common origin, the term is mainly used in its biological meaning. The symbiosis of both interactions will intervene in the compilation of Joshua being born and dying in the immediate aftermath when he is born in the stable but but analogy Gethsemane and Golgotha, the two G , will recreate
the salvific miracle and expectation of scourge that it will suffer, but that the hexagonal offspring (Men and animal species and insects) will intervene with the salvific action of the caves to collect the dry bones of humanity. It also makes us the exception of Shibboleth, comparative of Gaaladitas and Efraitas, to standardize language as a probability to
recompose the intrasocial scale (use of language that is indicative of social or regional origin, identify the members of a group, in a kind of password), who appeal to changes in the use of phonetics in terms of difference and to strive to order social differences , caused by major conflicts, including the loss of simultaneous civilizations and their patrimonial
socio-cultural niche, therefore by aramaic as a thread of the expected signal of an early communicative intent and preservation of messianic language)c) Physical, mental, geophysical and spiritual elementary energies will mutate the adherence of the Aramaic dialect with pollen preselected generated in Barnea olive species, creating a relationship of
chemical change in dem deified in favor of a new Vernarth Berne , with the interaction of the isotope that will generate the introduction of a proton that will mutate the chemistry of prediction and connection with (Heavenly Father - Abba in the garden), in such a way that the methodological lines of waiting will flourish at night of the rapture of Sayones before
being taken to Lithostroto to be the scourge , to interpret the power of his gospel.d) And for the consequent emeritus synchronization of Maasefa dry bone constriction caves , free up awareness of the awakening of protection before, during and after the events that occurred at the culmination of his death. This will delve into the three chemical sediments that
interact with each other, the Aramaic language that enchants the single-vowel and eternal root to always have it in Gethsemane, the revelation of phylogeny as a determining entity for the consolidation of the geophysical-animal world and the transcendent soul that intervenes among the stars.  Of the eternal creation on the crescent moon eleven days before,
and the sun -Shemesh surprisingly at the degradation of the human species and all its feelings of loss of unconfessed existence.e) Experience and survive indecision and fear of recognition of exposing and externalizing the calls from antro caves that have enabled us to escape the threats, but from there against reverberation in the same melody of a Calvary
, in the pools of a skull , takes refuge to serve and look from the optics of the brilliant with the gold of the ears of wheat in your dreams. Gethsemane and Golgotha are the set of G that generates endo-trauma in the throat and a global bones that, wanting to relive the call of messiah, from the neck of Heaven rises roughly through the throat, forever and through
the centuries centuries of centuries.f) The poetics that led me to write this poetic essay in this chapter (it is the same depressing unconsciousness to have a body already abandoned and without Soul, but in my own without understanding anything) , this tends to describe how history us teaches that there are phenomena that are difficult to capture safely , but
that from the extra mediumistic emotions, emerging from where our consciousness does not discover what makes the divine exponentially canonically canonically intuitive spiritual force, or the external machine of several serial spirit systems, that they besiege and show us their firmament, and to few times we will actually be able to enter them from deep
within from the activation date of our hyper consciousness , and the level of travel leading to the abandonment of our intro meditation. They were all stationed on the northeast *****, Eurydice arrived with her essences full of birds surrounding her, and she couldn't hold them because of the invasion of these surprising birds. They were all sitting on the stones
in the garden; they were all resting with the head of Svein Tzora stones. Vernath says: Gethsemane stone, on grains and crystals are soaked with the spheres of the stone of Mashiach. She showed them the humility before the hardness that could be distinguished compared to limestone or clayey, full of sedimentary grains that devastate the possessed from
where a few voices of her annihilation were left over, compared to marrying her bodily materiality with the Aramian syllable embedded in an undressed and silent movement, of everything and a little petulant organic element that coexists in his mother's few. This diagram consonance with demonstrations of passion by his followers embedding themselves in a
stone with several and sharp cuts, as if taking the grains out of a pomegranate with his law of 613 grains that are enough to prescribe them and to break the lithosphere in the messianic referendum of his sacrificed law of lithostoto. No barrier will prevent us from surpassing this lithosphere, which so coldly separates us from the rebirth of a body that takes root
beyond the cracks of Gethsemane, as well as olive trees that grow on the same stones, pretending to be in a mansard. The will of a fate under a stone, admits arrogant anxiety to murmur that He was there, and his fate condemned him, but My Father, if possible, let this cup pass from me; but that it is not as I want, but as You want ..., the equivalent that
supplies stones for all cups, as long as the will is of Abba, thus the stones are relieved, and our pride weighs less than the underground immortality. Saint John says: That it is agony; it's nothing but in our dreams the heavy shadow of His burden. The stone does not fit through the interstices of dreams, but its image that weighs on the symbolism of being part
of it, more than all hailstorms, is the scene of a sin close to the disciple family and their dejection that runs where a curtain runs towards the resurrection. The thick drops are thick grains of pomegranate in Via Dolorosa, are thick stones that fall from the universe and rub against the sun and moon, falling on him too. Today on this day that the tribulation of an
eternal night is confessed that was never made clear, it will begin to rain interrupt for days running backwards, because several syllables were left without catechism before climbing from where the wind of Elijah called him Mashiach. Venerable Mashiach, always near you jump from the Red Sea, like a pomegranate as food of a Father among waves of his
sea! We are once again celebrating Holy Week and we have found it appropriate to write this work on the Gethsemane stone, a gifted scene of his arrest, caused by the petty betrayal of all the Judases in the world. Mashiach, alone in his full youth of thirty-three years in verses of his Aramaic succumbing to the arms of his Abba, he takes him and wraps him
with his arms to defend him from the darkness, shedding blood and tears on a cracked stone, beyond the sky of larger grenades in his hands revealing will that exceeds the levels of being rescued more times. There is a bitter taste of fruit, of course, but it tastes like a red planting of the mountain, dry red that does not originate from anything, but that if it gives
us the generous hand that ceases pain and suffering, it produces sweet sleep even with irons. Forged through the center of your carpal hands and hasled feet. With the pantomime of our morbidity, we stretch the arms of your refined cross, but without conscience **** the trial of not experiencing the iron of our challenged soul, but crucified skin that in the
epidemic beast gave the punishment to his skin between screams and uncouth cries that if it occurs against him, rather during the bitterness of a hammered heartless cup and inert stone running west seeking the voices of its pious mother. The sip of the sunset was swallowed in the grief of my life that begins to be reborn every time it was lost and lifeless
without feeling it like mine. I sleep in vigil at the flames in the stand of stones of fire, and I fall asleep because others will not wake me on the edge of it that cuts my game into flames. What cowardly courage accumulates in a depersonalized spilled heart... what hours will have to pass without knowing them, to date entry into her body of burning iron against
victims and not that. Let it remain here on this stone with a fruitful shape, because it will not burst with rather with tears from grains of pomegranates. What a stronger bitterness than seven days in a row turns to my usual sweet sin, to end them abandoned without enjoying it. For the first time I understand, because I have returned from exile that its Aramaic
smells like grains of fruit and syllables of the hundreds that are ... are whipped like mega words that smell like their ***** trunk in solitude and closure. Its trunk like mine, stone of tree skin, of vile whips lost in the friely of its temple breaking its head bark, cries its sighs in full converted hopes of a crown in a hidden thorn. They are stuck in a grain of purple
pomegranate, and defeat the cream of those who dared to martyr him in the pain that runs through his frozen veins ..., which are not sifted even by the brave poor; as it is to say with the voice of the rich spirit help you. To be prepared and not, because I will not be the one who falls more times than falls from a stone that is reproduced as stone pond where I
have to go and where I have to be rebornMaasefaStone pondYou are made of stone and you will become stone, the words of the Supper were in Gethsemane, from the stone of Mashiach prayer , signaling the expression of freedom and cessation of oligarchy of belonging the world doctrine of dimensional physical slavery , and its penetrating solidity of the
stones that the priests made in the catacombs in times of inauguration of loved ones to a centile universe of orthodox spirituality. Here are the carved stones, such as those of Sanhedrin who gathered in the building called the Hall of Carved Stones (Lishkat Ha-Gazith), which for this purpose will be the preservation of the ossuaries of the high authorities and
ordinary citizens, with maasefa prerogative, which must consist in collecting the bones of all those reduced after a year that is completely hermetic in the assigned catacombs. Through this proximity of low spaces and recondite, the vague wandering prescribing to approach the salvific redemption grows, the projection of the expired ancestors in the source of
eternal life awaits for Mashiach (Messiah), to protect us in its illusion of the beauty of fraternity before they were resurrected. The hexagonal Primogeniture, would go for wading to make the core of the nearby stones of the oratorio in the garden against an honorable mention of elaborating concaves in the geology of the garden, so that from the leftover dust
of the carved stonemasonalliance of aramaic verb of monastic is produced and devotion made by the members of each stone cell, and the explosion of the Aramaic verb that speaks endlessly of the Father-Son analogy. In such a way that the translucent particles will be dispersed by the rhizomes of the Olivos Barnea species; deducing to the posthumous
tribute bern of Vernarth, considered Champion of the conservation and cenacle of living and extinct organic bones, such as the above mentioned cases of the Apostle, before collection as elementary dust of Maasefa by Joshua before the completion of the retreat of the Garden of Gethsemane . Shofar, last room, harp and cymbals resound through the wise
night and its zodiac signs, before scouring the nearby veins to complete maasefa. They all sleep together that night touching heels in matrix phases to start a day with the power of stonework from left to right for allegory of Menorah that never deviates from the magnetized night. They go up at twenty to four at the beginning of the ritual. An hour and a half
before sunrise, they were in the purple sunrise stratum, layered with divinity stained with the conscious subtlety of the creator of our being hovering. Its consequences rise before their bodies ..., evolving towards the hegemonic process on the layer of the nascent mineralogy that would intervene, which was oratory of synchronic Mashiach or Messiah. During
it, Vernarth would begin to pierce, looking for the dimensional spaces in search of his physionomic extension adaptable to all and the emerging memory that separated the entrance from the sun and moon on glasses waiting to be filled and drunk at noon. Eleven days before Ekadashi (full moon) began. Thus, in this way, they would sculpt the catacomb
fanned into twelve simultaneous stones that were in a perfect limbic diametric circle, the line in the garden with their physical movements in congruence with the moon and consciousness that matches it, like that warning of the fateful night in which he was abducted. In perfection with the oscillating vibration that expands in front of the cold back of the stone,
analogous ly when Mashiach vibrated in physical magnitude and in the absence of alert, but emotionally yes, after dialoguing with his Abba. The tremulous line that it covered was widely displaced further because it was transported towards the Edicule isotope, as an element of flight, flight, detonation and departure, being able to find in the configured nature
of the hassle of a large variety of different isotopes like mass.  That will largely exceed in the cumulative acupuncture reaction, and in cleansing events that will occur at fifteen hours on Good Friday, when the prophetic events and the mischievous changes of evidence of the autocratic end on the cross and into the hands. The darkened sun, storm with
depressed losses and benevolence for a world that will sleep more than 1,700 years to the right, creating the consciousness of being in more than two conscious places, with the smallest and childish aspect of the remaining second that is divided between before and after the physical and physiological abandonment, which begins in a final episode and of
crucial torment precedes a culminating beginning. All this transformation of the enclave and of energetic dimensions allowed them to synchronously drill the sediment rock, which was thus persistent in the shy energy, generating electromagnetism of the field of the higher will. Thus, in the tunnels, all drilling was; they would be of the same mass category as
the isotopes to manifest the energy and its dynamic charge, as a mass of occlusive energy that would explode on the martyrdom day in Calvary.In the face of this phenomenon of energy, it lies behind the symmetry of the magnetic field created synchronously with the words emitted in the Aramaic word, comparing them to the memories that must be poured
into the twelve caves in the garden , such as transformations and exchanges of the exhales of bees, bumblebees and warps, in the universe of the curve transiting the explosiveness of lines approaching the relationship between the dislocation of vibrations and their sound frequencies. Together with pollination as a genetic element of the fresh macerated
chlorophyll and as kinetics in elytra of Lepidoptera with the indications of connecting the clan with the electromagnetic energies mentioned. The interaction between the fields within the system will be induced between Calvary and Gethsemane, they will determine electrical charges that will produce the gases and liquids that will intervene in the entire
lithosphere, which unites both parts of soils, this created the interaction of particles, the establishment of undermining of the rocks with the forms of Calota de Calavera basins , due to the geological conformation of the radius surrounding both pre-determined areas. From this pattern, the caves in the garden will be improvised, magnetizing the areas of
vibrationthat depend on each other. It tries to interrelate a magnetic and electrical phenomenon between both areas; The impulse is derived to anticipate the face of mashiachen, and from how he would endure such torments against his famous body in such a way that it was electromagnetically returned between the garden's transmission bridge and the
entrance bridge to Calvary. This will trigger all subsequent supernatural and geological phenomena during the day of his crucifixion and delicacy that will be glimpsed by decrees of an execution against humanity and Orthodox fanaticism, causing a sensitive correspondence about the transfer of faith and dogma to take care of the physical work and mystical
heritage to protect for successive generations in Berna Olivar species , nodding correlation with the majestic and axiomatic cultivation of conservation during the catacombs, as the immutable offspring of the spiritual coalition's conciliatory relationship associated with the sense and consciousness of the Christian eternity. This gravitational potential energy will
the multi-aramic effect to all participants, to give dialogue, assimilate and consent to a dynamic supra-lingual, organic and historical heritage channel, on the basis of a monumental act of consanguinity before everyone comes, here is all alpha, on Omegas. Create complex harmonic movements between impietys caves, but with a perfect and refactioning



equation with the rescued Prayer of Aramaic against the universe in quasi-presence periods, but not verifiable until the salvific prayer ritual is completed. The chain reaction of this divine particle will be the opposite charge of the reaction of the active working area of tension consolidation between both columns, Calvary and Gethsemane, both are running with
G and if you turn it in any direction around it you make a perfect skull of no more than twelve kilometers, whose distance in direct line would surely be to cross the eternal vision through ocular conities , which shows that at the level of analogy and esoteric analysis, the expanded reciprocity supra the value of consciousness is latently divine, from which the
release of the word and the will shell or head skeleton in the sense of diminished material and antimatter particle that would become where the universes cut into the elite of direct mercy (one has already occurred, but the other realm of the difficult concaveity still has to go ... , only a Messiah will have to cross it when it returns to us again). This Eclipse of the
Messiah of the Sun, is a dark aspect of anemic light, torment and of three maries, vindicating in this superficial love token in orchard of antimatter rooted in anti particle, which avoids this great event by lavishing its blessed spiritual figure, loaded with ambivalent theological antimatter; of blatant trust and bipartisanship but fail for the dark mercy of Golgotha
and brilliant in the garden of Gethsemane. His body trembled and the earth alsoShibbolethIncorporating shibboleth for the distinction of members of a group, such as strain Ephraim, whose dialect lacked a sound (S), unlike others, such as Gileadites, whose dialect included it? Shibboleth is a nail and also celebrates the fertility of wheat crops and all
concomitant species of the natural and endemic species in central Juda. And the Gileadites seized the batting of the Jordan river unto Ephraim, and when one of Ephraim who had fled said, Shall I pass? Those of Gilead asked him: Are you Ephraim? If he answered no, then they said to him: Yes, say shibboleth. And he said sibboleth, because he could not
pronounce that luck. Then they arrested him and slaughtered him.  And so forty-two thousand died of Ephraim. The relevance of this event is to begin maasefa ritual, for the reunion of the spiritual roots, bones and genealogical of the creatures near messiah, they will have infuse in these franchises, to be traced to the area of the twelve caves being prepared
for the closure and closing of the ring of the passionate and energetic journey of the words of messiah, its renewal and interaction with the psychic spiritual world and its consciousness, in the coexistence of animal nature, indoctrinating civilizations of coexistence in a state of cyclical normality, but renovate when released by the warring magnetic forces that
made the entire ring surrounding Gethsemane and Calvary en magnet tunnel of great mystical transformation in order to adaptability and preservation of the renewed pollination of bumblebees, bees and wasps with a view to a Commonwealth casting and dissemination in all areas of faith and apotheosis of pre action of the departure of messiah to judgment
and punishment of their truth. Having defeated their scourge in a stunned journey, they will fall with the great similarity of the verb that Betrays and Forgives, the Universe of Its Creation that renews everything, because that is how it has been written since the beginning of the Universe and by the one who dictated it. Shibboleth, congenial differences of
understanding, without prejudices and differences of vertical geographical, anthropological, cultural and divine linguistic mentions. Our informal culture is preserved within the village houses by resisting the scourge of victorious death, within the cave that protects us in its infinite goodness and compassion Maasefa and valley of Dry BonesWith appointed time
Svein Tzora, flintstones, collide to light the messiah's fire. The thunder was such that it caused the seas to overturn the rivers, and thunder over the roofs of the houses, and burn over the shores of every unfulfilled prayer! They all rise up, each leaving each cave of their Calvary; they go to the meeting in Dry Bones. The tradition of collecting the bone
component that has no soul, everything deviates against the request of the flesh for its soul. Like the account of the prophet Ezekiel five hundred years B.C. There are many outstanding remnants of skeletons, this would be resumed in Gethsemane, for descendants of the son of messiah's caste, the cherubims with lepidoptera twenty meters from Svein Tzora
will donate the light and heat to start the ritual of the murky light of the moon. It is already a crescent moon, and the dim green lights shine through the beautiful dim green branches and light up the dry soil of the beloved orchard on the surface of the Calvary Field. The beneficial meat that began meat bones, took up the desire to start ultra fast in the
pharyncar area, to give solemnity and fulfillment of the prophecy of the holy language of aramaic lingual as in tune with the of waves of sounds of the wind in romance With the fires against their faces. In this way, the spirit of Jehovah held to bring together the primary meeting words of the Bethic edict with the Visions of Joshua, so that the stables in their
language would publish the immortal edict of the Kafarsuseh stable to Gethsemane. Now all the sacred energy in the Union of the countries that made fertile compost and the word was fulfilled. The valley of olive trees was rearranged, and they prayed for complacency, all tried in love of clan and shadow in the accident of the event, the new consciousness
will not deprive of lubricating the past-present of realization of joy of bones with bones, of the laughter of the laughter, of father with grandparents, of children with their children, with hands greater than the hand covered with great spirit, over a valley where only hands with candles should fit in each of them Chapter XXVIIMashiach of Judah V partMiracle VI -
Gethsemane / Mafaase Maasefafa
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